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For Release Thursday P.M.s 
April 28, 1960 
STATEMENT OF SEHATOR MIKE MANSFIELD (D. , MONTANA) 
BRITISH BLUE STREAK CAIJCELU.TIOII: 
A NEW OPPORTUNITY FOR FREE NATIONS 
Mr. President: 
The British government has announced the abandonment of the Blue 
Streak, its major missile-development project. According to the press, the 
decision was based on such factors as enormous cost and the rapid rate of 
obsolescence in the missile field. 
This decision highlights a serious dilemna confronting the l·lestern 
nations. At the same time, this decision may also point the way to a great 
opportunity for all. 
The dilemna, Mr. President, is that advanced scientific experimenta-
tion and development in what might be called the field of Space and Speed has 
outgro;m. the capacities in brain power, manpovrer and material resources of 
almost any nation which seeks to pursue these undertakings on a unilateral 
basis. Yet national stature, indeed, national vitality itself, may hinge 
to a large degree on significant national participation in this most advanced 
scientific activity. 
The termination of the British Blue Streak project, for all practical 
purposes, leaves only the Soviet Union and the United States vrith major under-
takings in the field of Space and Speed. But the scope of this field is so 
enormous that we cannot and, I presume neither can the Russians, regard its 
ever-expanding demands for talent and resources without a measure of awe and 
concern. 
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Ideally, I suppose, the resources of both nations--all nations--
would be combined in a common endeavor to push back these common scientific 
frontiers of Space and Speed . While that time of cooperation may come, it is 
not now. 
The order of the day is still competition in these matters. It is--
now that the British have withdrawn--an actual competition between the United 
States and Russia. But in a larger sense, it is also the symbolic and ultimate 
test of the capacity of peoples to organize themselves for the progress of the 
human race under a free political order in contrast with a communist system. 
If the competition is seen in that larger sense, the present 
organization of the free peoples must be recognized as poor and inadequate. 
It is reasonable to assume that the Soviet effort in Speed and Space draws 
freely on the scientific talents, not only of the Russian people but of the 
people of Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Poland or wherever they may be found 
within the Communist bloc . By contrast, the effort among the free peoples is 
confined largely to the United States, with a sprinkling of foreign scientists 
who can be prevailed upon to come and work for this country. In short, the 
free peoples are using only a fraction of their potential brain power in any 
cohesive fashion in the field of Space and Speed. In this connection we may 
well ask what will happen to the able British scientists and technicians who 
were engaged in the Blue Streak project now that it has been cancelled? Will 
their specialized talents be employed in meeting this highest challenge to the 
capabilities of free nations or will they be diverted to other fields? 
Similarly throughout II.t-\ .T .o. , in each of the member-nations , there 
are scientists and technicians no less skilled than those of Britain or this 
nation. There are men and women in all of these other countries who are expert 
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in propulsion, design, communications, electronics, physics, astronomy--in 
the entire array of scientific specializations which are involved in Space 
and Speed. Are they being used to further the progress of the free nations 
in the critical field of Space and Speed or are they diverted to other less 
significant functions? 
It is well to note in this connection that the initial release of 
atomic energy was at least as much the work of European brain povrer as it was 
of our own, for the two were merged and organized with great effectiveness in 
the Manhattan project during vlorld vlar II. Without the contribution of this 
outstanding group of Europeans that achievement might have been long delayed. 
This, then, may be the great opportunity to which I referred at the 
outset of my remarks, the great opportunity which the cancellation of the 
British Blue Streak may have opened for the free nations as a whole. That 
cancellation may bring home to us and to all the free nations the great 
desirability, perhaps, the compelling necessity of a joint undertaking. 
What is called for now, I believe, is an initiative on our part which seeks 
to bring about the mobilization of the advanced technical competence, the 
facilities and resources, the scientific drive and enthusiasm wherever they 
may exist in an effort to intensify achievements in Space and Speed. 
As I noted earlier, ideally, that effort should embrace all the 
nations of the world and the door should not be closed to any nation which 
vrill participate in good faith in a common effort. But if that cannot be 
at this time then I see no reason why those vrho are prepared to go forward 
jointly should not do so. This nation, no less than others, will be better 
off if the scientific devices which carry mankind's influence beyond the 
earth's atmosphere bear the label of an ever-growing number of nations willing 
to contribute to a common effort. 
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Knowing something of the problem of organizing for scientific develop -
ment in Space and Speed within our own government we should not underestimate 
the difficulty in enlarging this undertaking to embrace others . It may be 
that, as a beginning, it should be attempted with Canada and the United Kingdom 
but, there would be much to be gained if from the outset the effort could in-
clude the N.A .T .O. members and other nations. 
If we should not underestimate the difficulty of such a j oint enter-
prise nei ther can we underestimate its urgency. To those who cannot see the 
handwriting on the wall, I respectfully suggest that it is already vrritten 
large on the moon . The Question which may well be involved here, Mr. President , 
is whether the world is to spin as a dead planet in swift silence through end-
less time and space or whether this brief human experience in freedom on earth 
shall be carried to the stars. 
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